comments on the first draft of this chapter, although I must apologise to them for the fact that space constraints have made it impossible to take up all their suggestions. Of course, all errors remain my responsibility.
Evaluation Cultures? On Invoking 'Culture' in the Analysis of Behaviour in Financial Markets

Donald MacKenzie
How does one represent other cultures? What is another culture? Is the notion of a distinct culture … a useful one, or does it always get involved either in selfcongratulation (when one discusses one's own) or hostility and aggression (when one discusses the 'other')? (Said 1978, p. 325, emphases in original) In recent decades, the concept of 'culture' has had a strangely bifurcated history. 1 The critique implicit in Said's questions has been deeply influential, especially in social anthropology, for which 'culture' was the single most central concept. By 1996, an encyclopaedia of the discipline talked of the possibility of 'abandon[ing] talk of different "cultures" altogether, because of its taint of essentialism' (Barnard & Spencer 1996, p.142) , in other words because of its connection to the simplistic idea that a culture was a kind of 'package' that was 'coherent inside and different from what is elsewhere' (Mol 2002, p.80) . Simultaneously, however, invocation of 'culture' has increased sharply in areas in which it had not been hugely salient previously, for example in the social studies of science in the form of the 'local scientific cultures' of Barnes, Bloor & Henry (1996) , the 'experimental cultures' of Rheinberger (1997) , 'epistemic cultures' of Knorr Cetina (1999) , 'epistemological cultures' of Keller (2002) and 'evidential cultures' of Collins (2004) . Indeed, 'culture' has escaped the boundaries of academia: it has become not at all uncommon to find the term used in everyday language in a sense roughly similar to its socialscience usages. When teaching students thirty or so years ago it was necessary to explain that it didn't refer simply to 'high culture' such as opera; now such a warning is hardly necessary.
Of course, suspicion of the concept of 'culture' arises above all in relation to EuroAmerican representations of non-EuroAmerican peoples (the ellipsis mark in my quotation from Said conceals a reference to race, religion and civilisation), and the 'cultures' invoked in the social studies of science are not, e.g., 'national cultures' but far more local. Nevertheless, Said's questions are worth asking in other contexts: is the notion of 'culture' a useful one in those contexts? With the partial exception of Knorr Cetina (1999), invocations of 'culture' in the social studies of science have not tended to devote much space to discussion of the polysemic, politically treacherous aspects of the term. 2 In this chapter, I ask whether a notion of 'culture' broadly inspired by these social-studies-of-science usages can productively be applied to a specific aspect of behaviour in financial markets: evaluation, in other words efforts to determine the economic worth of financial instruments. (I include efforts to estimate the 'intrinsic value' of financial instruments, either in absolute terms or relative to that of other instruments, as well as efforts simply to judge whether the price of an instrument is likely to rise or to fall.) 3 2 I intend no critique, or at least no critique that I would not apply to my own usage of 'culture': see MacKenzie (2001, chapter 9) . Other relevant invocations include the 'cultures of economic calculation' of Kalthoff (2006) and 'calculative cultures' of Mikes (2009) . 3 Of course, evaluation in financial markets can have non-monetary aspects, such as in ethical investing or Islamic finance (see, e.g., Maurer 2005) . I concentrate in this paper on monetary evaluation because There are two reasons for shifting the focus from science to the financial markets.
First, evaluation in financial markets is of enormous importance yet very poorly understood. For example, a crucial role of financial markets is to channel investment capital to some activities and not to others, and the amounts of capital involved are huge. (For instance, a single asset management firm, BlackRock -admittedly the world's largest − controls assets totalling $3.45 trillion, which Kolhatkar & Bhaktavatslam [2010] point out is more than the GDP of Germany.) The evaluation of financial instruments − of shares, of government or corporate bonds, etc. − is a crucial aspect of this channelling role. Second, shifting attention to the financial markets highlights an issue that tends not to be prominent when 'culture' is applied to science: the theory of action associated with the concept. In their ordinary socialscience usage, invocations of 'culture' are often associated informally with an implicit theory of action as based on habit, belief and routine, rather than on rational choice.
Arguably, there is nothing inherently necessary in this association, and 'culture' is still relevant even when one views actors as reflexive and rational. Since rational, reflexive action is to be found in the financial markets if it is to be found anywhere, those markets provide a useful arena in which to explore the usefulness of the concept of 'culture' in contexts in which such action is prevalent.
4 that seems overwhelmingly the dominant form, and also because I want to investigate the invocation of 'culture' in contexts where its applicability is not obvious. 4 I should make clear that in referring to 'rational' action, I apply the term narrowly to mean action that is understandable in terms of actors choosing the course of action they view as most likely to achieve their goals, given the pattern of incentives they face, whether or not the resultant actions are rational in a broader sense (e.g. beneficial to the wider economy or society). It is clear that while the behaviour that generated the credit crisis may often have been rational in the narrow sense it was not rational in that broader sense.
The chapter will proceed as follows. In the next two sections, I exemplify the idea of 'evaluation practices' in financial markets, by describing the clusters of practices surrounding two classes of financial instrument important to the recent credit crisis:
asset-backed securities (ABSs) and collateralised debt obligations (CDOs). The contrast between the two shows how clusters of practices can differ consequentially even when similarly-structured instruments are being evaluated. I then turn to the question of what would be needed in order for it to be justifiable to move beyond the notion of 'clusters of practices' to a stronger notion of 'evaluation cultures', suggesting four criteria that would need to be met. The conclusion then returns to
Said's question of the usefulness of the notion of culture, and I express what are inevitably rather personal views on that.
The empirical research on which this paper is based is a detailed study of the evaluation and governance of complex financial instruments such as ABSs and CDOs. 
Evaluating ABSs
What is an evaluation practice? Let me address this question concretely, by considering the evaluation of ABSs (the evaluation of CDOs will be discussed in the next section). Structurally, the two classes of instrument are quite similar: see figure   1 . The creator of an ABS or CDO typically sets up a special-purpose legal vehicle, such a trust or special-purpose corporation. The vehicle buys a set of debt instruments (in the case of ABSs, typically mortgages or other forms of consumer debt; in the original CDOs, loans made to corporations or bonds issued by them), raising the capital to do so by selling investors securities that are claims on the cashflow from the pool of debt instruments. 5 CDOs with this structure would be described as 'cash CDOs', and another important category of CDO is the 'synthetic CDO', which instead of buying a pool of debt assets sells protection on them (i.e. 'insures' them against default), and uses the income from the sales of protection to pay investors. prepayment. Deliberate government intervention in the US mortgage market after the Great Depression (at the peak of which, 'nearly 10 percent of homes were in foreclosure': Green and Wachter 2005, pp. 94-95) led to the dominance of a specific form of mortgage that Green and Wachter call simply 'the American mortgage': a long-term, fixed-interest-rate mortgage with no penalty for prepayment (i.e. for redeeming the mortgage early). 'The American mortgage' thus both protects mortgagors from interest-rate rises and gives them the valuable option of redeeming the mortgage early and refinancing if interest rates fall. The obverse of that benefit to mortgagors, however, is a risk to the investor: that he or she will receive his or her money back early at a point at which (because of low interest rates) it cannot be reinvested as profitably. The evaluation of mortgage-backed securities was thus primarily a matter of determining by how much the borrower's option to prepay reduced the value of those securities.
The focus on prepayment risk in the evaluation of US mortgage-backed securities continued even after 'private label' -i.e. not government-backed -securities with tranched structures such as that shown in figure 1 (the early government-backed securities had simpler structures) began to be issued from 1977 onwards, and also after mortgage lending moved beyond the 'prime' mortgages that the governmentbacked agencies would purchase or insure to 'subprime' (for example, loans to mortgagors with impaired credit histories). Investors in the more senior tranches even of subprime mortgage-backed securities continued largely to ignore the risk of default and still focussed primarily on prepayment. Indeed, from the viewpoint of prepayment, subprime mortgage-backed securities were often seen as better than prime, because even though levels of prepayment of subprime mortgages were high, the sensitivity of subprime prepayment rates to interest-rate changes (the sensitivity that was the major perceived drawback of prime mortgage-backed securities) was less in the case of subprime.
As we now know only too well, there is a potential agency problem at the heart of securitisation: if the risk of default is passed on to external investors, then the originators of the loans that will go into the pool have a much reduced incentive to conditions − was also handled procedurally rather than by explicit mathematical modelling: pools of mortgages considered insufficiently diversified geographically were subject to ratings penalties.
The second set of gatekeepers was the investors in the mezzanine tranches of mortgage-backed securities (as noted, those were typically the lowest of the tranches to be sold to external investors). 7 Their role was pivotal, because the mezzanine tranches were the hardest to sell, and the investors in those tranches were those with their capital most immediately at risk. Investing in mezzanine tranches was typically a specialised activity, conducted by institutional investors with considerable experience of the mortgage market. They would frequently ask for the 'loan tapes'
(the electronic records of the mortgages in the pool), which investors in more senior 7 My attention was first drawn to the importance of mezzanine investors by Adelson & Jacob (2008) .
tranches almost never did, and inspected the tapes in detail, for example looking for clusters of particularly risky mortgages. If they found such clusters, they would sometimes demand that the composition of the pool be changed before they would invest. The creators of mortgage-backed securities had to take such demands seriously, because failure to sell the mezzanine tranche would typically mean that a mortgage-backed security could not successfully be created.
Evaluating CDOs
CDOs were a later development than mortgage-backed securities. While, as noted, the first modern private-label U.S. mortgage-backed security was issued in 1977, the first CDO was created only in 1987. CDOs were typically structured in a way similar to mortgage-backed securities and other ABSs (again see figure 1 ), but the composition of the pool of debt instruments was different: instead of mortgages or other consumer debt, the pool of a CDO would typically be corporate debt.
Originally, the evaluation of CDOs was broadly similar to the evaluation of mortgagebacked securities, with the exception of the fact that prepayment was a relatively minor issue (with no equivalent of the deliberate government action on behalf of mortgagors, loans to corporations are often floating-rate or involve substantial prepayment penalties). For instance, the way in which analysts at rating agencies All three of the rating agencies found a similar organisational solution to the problem of how to evaluate a nested instrument of this kind: the evaluation of the overall structure was handled by CDO groups, who relied on the ratings of the underlying ABS tranches that their colleagues in the separate group who evaluated securities of that kind had produced. This enabled the evaluation of ABS CDOs to proceed in a manner similar to the evaluation of a CDO in which the underlying assets were corporate bonds or loans made to corporations: in effect, a tranche of a mortgagebacked security rated BBB was treated in the analysis of the CDO in a way very similar to how a BBB corporate bond was treated. Usually, although not always, higher correlation values were employed in the analysis of ABS CDOs than were used for CDOs whose pools consisted of corporate debt (for a detailed discussion of correlation assumptions, see MacKenzie 2011), but not sufficiently high to prevent the construction of ABS CDOs being a very profitable activity. In particular, it was possible to create a pool of the mezzanine tranches of mortgage-backed securities, with their typical rating of BBB, and build a CDO in which around three-quarters of the structure could gain a AAA rating. This might look like magic or alchemy, but was in fact the consequence of the assumption of only modest correlation, the analogue of the way in which although an individual toss of a coin can easily produce a tail, twenty independently tossed coins are most unlikely to turn up tails.
In consequence of the huge demand from ABS CDOs for the mezzanine tranches of ABSs, the second of the traditional gatekeepers (investors in those mezzanine tranches) were sidelined completely: while, as noted, such investors would frequently 9 To the extent that there were differences, they often tended to favour mortgage-backed securities. Prior to the credit crisis, the default rates of mortgage-backed securities were typically lower than those of corporate bonds with the same rating, and this was typically taken to justify the assignment of a lower probability of default to those securities.
scrutinise the pool of mortgages underlying an ABS in detail, the creators of ABS CDOs had much less incentive to do so, since they were going to pass the risk of default on to investors in the CDO. That left only the ratings agencies in a gatekeeper role, and (as we now know) that was insufficient to prevent the agency problem latent in securitisation from becoming manifest.
It was a less a question of the ratings agencies lowering their standards ( Broad-brush differences in ontology can still be found in today's financial markets.
Evaluation Cultures?
Perhaps the most pervasive example is whether financial instruments have an 'intrinsic value', or whether that notion is meaningless, and the value of a financial instrument is nothing other than the price someone else is prepared to pay for it.
Generally speaking, the evaluation of both ABSs and CDOs proceeded within an intrinsic-value ontology: those instruments were analysed as claims on a future income stream, with the price others were prepared to pay for the instruments not taking an especially salient role (in many cases, tranches were bought simply because of the 'spread' they offered, rather than because it was hoped that they could be resold to others at a higher price).
The most prominent difference in ontology between the evaluation of ABSs and CDOs concerns, as suggested above, correlation. The CDO specialists I talked to seemed almost all to consider correlation to be a real phenomenon, albeit one that was often frustratingly difficult to measure, while a specialist in mortgage-backed securities told me that he and his colleagues simply did not think that way: that's 'not how we do it in mortgages; it's never been done that way'. To them, an ABS tranche was simply not analogous to a corporate bond: as already noted, this was the ontological implication of the way in which CDO correlation models such as the Gaussian copula were applied to ABSs in the evaluation of ABS CDOs. This analogy was in their view a misleading oversimplification of mortgage-backed securities, which were 'among the most complicated financial instruments to understand', as another of them put it to me.
The difference between the ontologies of the worlds of ABSs and of CDOs was consequential. The key justification of awarding higher ratings to the tranches of a structured security than to the debt instruments forming its pool is diversification of the pool. Implicitly, and as far as I can tell almost entirely unnoticed by participants, that argument was appealed to twice in the rating of ABS CDOs: first as the justification for awarding investment-grade ratings to tranches of subprime mortgagebacked securities, and then as the justification for awarding higher ratings to the tranches of an ABS CDO than to the component mortgage-backed securities.
However, ratings penalties for geographical concentration meant that mortgagebacked securities were already quite well diversified, at least to the extent that the geographical distribution of lending in the US permitted that (subprime lending was heavily concentrated in a number of states such as California and Florida). In consequence, the packaging of ABSs into CDOs seems often not to have added a great deal of extra diversification.
The difference in ontologies meant that lack of diversification was conceptualised as 'correlation' only in the evaluation of the overall CDO, while being treated procedurally and implicitly in the evaluation of the underlying mortgage-backed securities. So the way in which credit was being given for diversification twice over was less than obvious. Amongst my 92 interviewees, I found only one who had clearly identified this issue prior to the crisis, and he was unable to persuade the senior management of his agency that ratings practices in relation to ABS CDOs were therefore flawed.
A second criterion I would propose for judging whether an evaluation culture exists is the existence of processes of socialisation by which newcomers learn the ontology and practices in question. Surprisingly -given the importance of socialisation -this is an area where data in respect to finance are weak, although some traces of socialisation mechanisms can certainly be found in ethnographies such as Ho (2009). (Unfortunately, the research underpinning this paper did not encompass socialisation:
the issue of evaluation culture did not strike me until too late in the research process.)
Historically, it seems most likely that evaluation practices in finance were often learned by apprenticeship (see, for example, Lowenstein 1995 on the apprenticeship of the celebrated investor Warren Buffett to Benjamin Graham, the famous proponent of the view that shares have an intrinsic value that can be determined by analysis of economic 'fundamentals'). More recently, evaluation practices are taught formally by industry bodies, most prominently the CFA Institute (which offers the qualification of Chartered Financial Analyst), and by universities via MBA programmes and masters courses in financial mathematics. Although in the absence of detailed research one cannot be sure, it seems very likely that learning evaluation practices either via apprenticeships or via these more formal routes is not simply a matter of acquiring narrow skills, but also of becoming acquainted with wider ontologies and priorities.
There is an intriguing piece of quantitative evidence that is consistent with that being consequential: Dincer, Gregory-Allen and Shawky (2010) find that investment managers with MBAs construct riskier portfolios than managers with a CFA qualification.
A third criterion of the existence of an evaluation culture must surely be the presence of mechanisms of interaction amongst participants, including those who work for different firms. Again, this is unfortunately an area on which the research reported here did not focus, but there is striking evidence of such mechanisms of interaction in is unsurprising that this was the path followed.
Conclusion
There is evidence, therefore, that a notion of 'evaluation culture', conceptualised as above, might be applicable to the analysis of behaviour in the financial markets. One reason why this is an attractive possibility is that the political valence of an application of this kind of the concept of 'culture' differs from the situation that gave rise to suspicion of the concept: a situation in which the society from which the researcher comes is more powerful than the society he or she studies. Research on financial markets is 'studying up' (Nader 1974) : on any ordinary criterion of power, those who are studied are more powerful than the researcher. Anthropologists have, rightly, become intensely self-conscious in respect to the task of representing other cultures, but I feel no such political difficulty in respect to finance: it can, and does, speak for itself powerfully. Although I am not an anthropologist, the question Nader asked nearly four decades ago still resonates with me:
What if, in reinventing anthropology, anthropologists were to study the colonizers rather than the colonized, the culture of power rather than the culture of the powerless, the culture of affluence rather than the culture of poverty? (Nader 1974, p. 289) There is, however, an important nuance here that needs to be acknowledged. Interactions such as this make the 'othering' of bankers and others who work in the finance sector emotionally difficult. In public discourse (for example by politicians)
that 'othering' is currently strong, and after giving talks I sometimes find that audiences are faintly disappointed by my lack of condemnation of those I have been studying. Certainly, I have found error and unscrupulous behaviour in finance, but I find it difficult to be sure that bankers, for example, are in general any worse people than we academics are: it is just that their errors and lack of scruples are more consequential than ours normally are.
Furthermore, just because one might feel comfortable politically with an invocation of 'culture' and with representing that culture, it does not mean that the invocation is intellectually unproblematic. Said (1978, p. 324) To be applicable to financial markets, the concept of culture must be de-essentialised.
Culture is something people do; it is made and unmade in action. It provides intellectual resources -often borrowed from elsewhere and not necessarily mutually consistent -and while the availability of resources for action may help shape action, resources are not determinants of action. There are no cultural dopes: not in finance (nor, indeed, anywhere else). I have yet to meet a market participant whom I would not class as sceptical and reflexive, and indeed these characteristics are surely necessary for success in the market, for example because of the importance of being aware of how others will evaluate the financial instruments in question: it is surely not a coincidence that the world's most celebrated hedge fund manager is a particular proponent of reflexivity (Soros 1994) .
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Let me return, then, to Said's question: 'Is the notion of a distinct culture … a useful one …?' To the extent that the answer is no, I suspect that the problem lies in the notion of 'distinctness', the associated temptation to essentialise 'culture', and the trap of treating culture as the cause of action rather than as an aspect of action. Such difficulties, however, are not reason to abandon 'culture'. While it is tempting, as
Barnard and Spencer note, to discard the noun and keep merely the adjective 'cultural', abandoning the noun implies also abandoning its plural, cultures, and thus discarding 'the very important pluralizing element, the element which marked off modern anthropological usage in the first place ' (1996, p. 142 ).
To abandon 'culture' would also be to abandon a word that is useful precisely because, as noted above, it has entered popular discourse. In one of the more recent of my interviews, quite unprompted by any question from me, a mortgage specialist told me that in two of the banks in which he had worked he had observed what he called a 'cultural clash' between mortgage experts and specialists in the corporate debt underpinning traditional CDOs. I was both pleased by the confirmation of my hypothesis and momentarily discomfited (because I am enough of a traditional social scientist to enjoy the conceit that my findings are discoveries rather than phenomena already known to those I am studying). It wasn't right to be discomfited: it is a virtue of 'culture' that it is comprehensible to non-academics (unlike many of the concepts invoked in, for example, politically progressive writing in the humanities, a problem that often makes such writing inaccessible to outsiders). To find ways of writing and thinking about 'culture' without becoming culturalist (in other words, without positing cultures as essences, as mutually disjoint organic wholes determining action)
is thus a task of no small importance, precisely because we are dealing with a loaded and evocative word, and one that has escaped the confines of academia. It is this chapter's postulate that evaluation cultures in financial markets are a useful site for this writing and thinking. capital investments by investors payments to investors Investors in lower tranches receive payments only if funds remain after payments due to investors in more senior tranches are made. In an ABS the assets in the pool are typically mortgages or other consumer debt. In a corporate CDO they are loans made to corporations or bonds issued by them. What is shown is a 'cash CDO': in a 'synthetic CDO' the special purpose vehicle 'sells protection' on the assets via credit default swaps rather than buying them. In many ABSs, the first-loss piece is eliminated by 'over-collateralisation' (i.e. by issuing securities with an aggregate face value less than that of the total assets in the pool), thus leaving the mezzanine tranche(s) the lowest in the hierarchy of seniority. 
